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Kevin Hickey Ross O’Colmain Dick Clerkin

8:45am | Kevin Hickey | Design Manager - BAM

Speaker Topic: | BAM /MHI – How to incorporate modular construction into your project

9:05am | Ross O’Colmain | Manager - High Tech Construction, Enterprise Ireland

Speaker Topic | Modular Construction

9:25am | Dick Clerkin | Managing Consultant - Clerkin Consulting

Speaker Topic | The ‘Culture Challenge’ around integrating Manufacturing best practices into MMC

9:45am | Discussion Panel

10:00am - 10:20am | Refreshment Break & Networking

Session A | Modular Methods of Construction

10:20am | Mark Whitehead | Construction Director - CPAC modular

Speaker Topic | The Challenges and Advantages of Modular Construction

10:40am | Richard Fitzpatrick | Chairperson - Lean Construction Ireland

Speaker Topic | Understanding the business case for Lean transformation

11:00am | Shawna Johnston | Outreach Manager - Construction Cluster Ireland

Speaker Topic | CCI

11:20am - 11:40 | Discussion Panel  |  Deborah Smyth | Tempohousing Ireland ltd

Mark Whitehead | Construction Director - CPAC modular  |  Dick Clerkin - Clerkin Consulting    

Richard Fitzpatrick - Lean Construction Ireland  |  Shawna Johnston - Construction Cluster Ireland

Session B | Digital Innovation & Transformation

11:40pm | Martin Curran | Managing Director - Ermen Systems 

Speaker Topic | Safe Continuous Sanitation in Buildings

12.00pm | Christy Murphy | Lean Digital Business Transformation - Crystal Lean Solutions

Speaker Topic | Connecting MMC, Project Delivery & Digitisation

12.20pm | Darren Woods | Managing Director - WD Excellence

Speaker Topic  | Developing a culture of operational excellence

12:40pm - 1:00pm | Discussion Panel

Martin Curran - Ermen Systems  |  Darren Woods - WD Excellence  |  Christy Murphy - Crystal Lean Solutions 

1:00pm - 2:00pm | Refreshment Break & Networking 

Session C - Construction 5.0

2:00pm | Finola McCarthy | Partner - RDJ Solicitors LLP

Speaker Topic | Modern Methods of Construction - which form of contract? 

2:20pm | JP Kelly | Associate Director - Murphy Geospatial  

Speaker Topic | Geospatial Management for successful modular and off-site construction

2:40pm | Tomás O’Leary | Managing Director - MosArt

Speaker Topic | Volumetric, Passive House and Low Carbon Home completed in 3 Hours

3:00pm - 3:30pm | Discussion Panel   |  John Conway - PerMaasters Ltd  |  Luke Hurley - Coffey

Finola McCarthy - RDJ Solicitors LLP  |  Tomás O’Leary - Managing Director - MosArt | JP Kelly - Murphy Geospacial

4:00pm | Event Close

Morning Plenary Session - 9:00am | Opening & Welcome
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EXHIBITORS

AEE Ireland is the accredited Irish Chapter of The Association of Energy Engineers (AEE).
The AEE is a nonprofit professional society of 18,000 members and 25,000 certified individuals in over 100countries.
The mission of AEE is “to shape the future of the energy industry through networking, energy awareness, education, training, professional 
certification, recognition and to foster action for sustainable development.” 

www.aee.ie

For over 60 years, BAM have been shaping Ireland’s vital infrastructure and creating many of the country’s most iconic buildings.
Today we’re part of the Royal BAM Group, one of the largest construction companies in Europe with a turnover of over €7 billion.

As a purpose-led business, we want to ensure our activities leave a lasting legacy for local communities and the planet.
As verified by our leadership position on the CDP A-List and Irish Green Building Council membership, we have set an ambitious carbon target to become net 
zero in our direct operations by 2026.  

Around the country our highly skilled team use digital construction and industrialised construction methods to help ensure energy-efficient operations. We also 
work with expert industry partners, academic researchers, the government, our highly valued supply chain, and our customers and end users to embed a circular 
approach to the way we design, construct and operate buildings and infrastructure.

www.bamireland.ie

Business Solutions magazine has established itself as a valuable source of news and information for senior management 
within business in Ireland. Over 6,000 key decision makers within both the public and private sector rely on Business Solutions 
to provide them with the latest trends and technologies, outsourcing options, design & build, managed services and data 

centre or large computer room management. Business Solutions informs IT Directors, MD’s and CEO’s up to date with all the important changes, challenges and 
developments within cloud computing, managed services and data centre’s within Ireland.

Business Solutions magazine is an editorially independent publication written by an editorial team with years of experience in this sector. The publication is 
written by acknowledged experts in their fields and provides IT Directors, MD’s & CEO’s with an insight into the latest technologies and services available within:

Cloud Computing | Managed Services | Data Centre’s (Colocation) | Small 2 Medium Server Rooms.     www.businesssolutionshub.com

Environment & Energy Management is Ireland’s leading publication dedicated to every aspect of environmental management 
and energy efficiency at industrial, commercial and municipal levels. For over 11 years Environment & Energy Management has 
provided it’s growing readership (now 12,000) with analysis and insight into the latest technologies and services available within 

Ireland, while our editorial team focus heavily on investment, business profiles and the future of the energy sector in this country. As a publication written by 
acknowledged experts in their fields, Environment & Energy Management is disseminated to a controlled and targeted readership of over 12,000 key decision 
makers in Central & Local Government, the Professional/Services Sector (including Environmental Consultants, Engineers, Laboratories, all Third Level and other 
training/research Organisations, the Legal Profession and Agencies specialising in environmental protection and energy efficiency) – and, with particular attention 
to Small & Medium Enterprises, all sectors of Irish industry as follows: Food & Beverage; Pharmaceutical; Chemical; Medical; Electronics; Plastics; Packaging; 

Motor & Transport; Finance & Insurance; Textiles; Agriculture and Tourism.        www.eandemanagement.com

Ermen Systems founded in 2018, specialise in innovative technologies that ensure health and wellbeing of building occupants.
These include Safe Continuous Sanitation and Ventilation systems that can be designed into new builds and retrofitted into existing 
buildings. The technologies are Energy Efficient, environmentally friendly and promote healthy indoor spaces.
www.ermensystems.ie



EXHIBITORS

Informed Decision Making

Unlocking the true value of geospatial data

Murphy Geospatial captures, collates, verifies and governs geospatial data, enabling our clients to make informed decisions across the project lifecycle.

Proven geospatial solutions through the design, construction and in-use phases of projects across six key sectors; Construction, Industrial & Power, Infrastructure, 
Manufacturing, Property and Natural Environment.

Our services include Geospatial Consultancy, Aerial / UAV Surveys, BIM, Digital Construction, Topographical Surveys, Laser Scanning, Property Surveys, Rail 
Surveys, Structural & Environmental Monitoring, Subsurface Investigation and more.

Our highly developed workflows have been refined through the delivery of over 27,000 projects over 40 years.

www.murphygs.com

WHO WE ARE… Lean Construction Ireland is an all-island, independent, and voluntary not-for-profit association whose members
passionately believe that Lean Thinking & Practices can enable and sustain enhanced effectiveness, efficiency, productivity, and profitability 
for the Irish Construction Sector, Clients, and Supply Chain.

WHAT WE DO… Lean Construction Ireland leads a community of learning and practice that promotes the application of Lean Thinking & 
Practices throughout the Irish Architecture, Engineering, Construction (AEC) sector so as to realise value-add for all stakeholders in the value chain. It supports 
the free and open exchange of knowledge, information, and experiences around good practices and case studies. It also supports ongoing research into Lean 
practices nationally and globally, their application to AEC, and their sharing with the wider Lean Construction Ireland Community. It is aligned to LCI USA.

CORE VALUES… Collaboration. Leadership. Teamwork. Commitment. Knowledge. Innovation. Integrity. 

www.leanconstructionireland.ie

RS has been supporting the industry in Ireland for over 75 years! A high-service distributor supporting customers with an extensive range of more 
than 750,000 electrical, electronic, industrial, tools and consumable products available from over 2,500 trusted brands.
RS delivers more than 50,000 parcels a day to over 1 million customers globally, providing a one-stop source for everything engineers need. We’re 
committed to helping our customers be more sustainable by reducing their environmental impacts, increasing efficiency by offering new and 

innovative solutions to the market. Whenever you need high-quality products and service you can count on RS to deliver!

www.ie.rs-online.com

Award winning Innovation & Knowledge Transfer Office which has helped to create TU Dublin Spinouts; Kastus®, Micron Agritech & Ocumetra 
& are responsible for the commercialisation of intellectual property arising from University research. We are the hub of innovation & knowledge 
transfer activities & have a multitude of technologies available to license to industry arising from university research. Our team works with students, 

lecturers, & research teams across the University as well as with entrepreneurs, investors, SMEs, & multinationals. The development of innovative ideas requires 
the support of people who can pinpoint the available funding options & provide real-world solutions. Open Labs by TU Dublin Innovation is a market focused 
initiative, which aims to remove barriers facing industry in engaging with universities, making world leading facilities and expertise more accessible. With 850 
researchers, the university has an extensive range of research knowledge & expertise that can be harnessed as a powerful support to industry. Industry, large & 
small, can benefit from the deep domain expertise & skills of the University staff as well the state-of-the-art research facilities

www.tudublin.ie

Midland Steel

Our modular rebar solution, Fasterfix, ensures a stronger and faster way to build, keeping your project on programme and within budget, reducing labour, cost 
and time every step of the way. We are a market-leading reinforcing steel supplier in Ireland and the UK. We also offer a diverse range of prefabricated rebar 
solutions, advanced 3D detailing/BIM, cut & bent reinforcement and standard and special mesh products.

midlandsteelreinforcement.com
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